FLOOD
MINISTRY OF
CIVIL DEFENSE, EXTRAODINARY SITUATION
AND REDIONAL SAFETY OF
KRASNODARSKIY REGION

If you live in a zone of possible flooding, in advance
prepare for evacuation;
Collect valuables and documents in one place. Prepare a
weatherproof warm clothes and footwear;
Gather the supplies of food and water for 2-3 days. Drink
the tap water in the flood period the impossible;
Don't forget about the drugs! Prepare light, spare batteries
to it and candles;
Make sure that the mobile phone is always fully charged;
Keep a vehicle. If you have a boat , prepare it in advance
and the necessary safety equipment: life jackets , life ring ,
a long rope;
Do not turn off the radio , listen to the newsletter!
If declared evacuation:
Turn off the electricity in the house. Take the pre-prepared
documents, things, food, medicine and go to the
evacuation center or check out of a possible disaster zone
by own transport;
Untie pets. Make arrangements for their evacuation;
If organized evacuation is not possible, try to get to the
elevated location, such as a hill or climb onto the roof;
Signal to rescuers by waving a bright object.

SOI KK «Training-methodological center of civil
defense and extraordinary situation »

REMEMBER!
Your knowledge and skills,
right activity
can save your life.

TELEPHONE NUMBER OF
SALVATION
112

MEMO
for population at activity
in extraordinary situation
Respected inhabitants and guests
of Krasnodarskiy region!
Remember some simple rules,
which help you to take a right
decision.

FIRE
TERRORISM
When you call the fire department must inform the
dispatcher:
full address (the name of the village, street, number and
number of floors of the building, floor where the fire
occurred);
fire place (room, attic, basement, hallway, storage, etc.)
what burns and possible cause of the fire;
your name and phone number.
In case of fire:
call the fire department;
Arrange the output to the street children and those who
need help;
extinguish a fire primary means of fire (fire extinguishers,
water, sand, thick wet cloth on the internal fire hydrants);
disconnect electrical power. Remember! Extinguish with
water energized electrical danger to life!
Switch off the supply of gas;
if you eliminate the fire in the home is not possible, leave
the area immediately, tightly closing the door without
locking it with a key;
Inform the firemen about the remaining people in the
placement.
In this case inadmissible:
To fight the fire yourself without calling the fire, extinguish
with water ignited electrical appliances without unplugging
from the electrical outlet;
Open windows and doors to let the smoke out.
Use the elevator;
Trying to get through the smoke-filled hallway;
Descend along gutters and risers by means of sheets and
ropes (falling almost inevitably);
Jump out of the window (above the third floor). Each
second leap is fatal.

Always pay attention to:
EARTHQUAKE
With advance warning of an earthquake
Turn on the TV, radio, listen messages and
recommendations;
Secure furniture; move heavy things on the floor;
Turn off the gas, water and electricity, extinguish the fire
in the furnace;
Take the necessary things and documents;
Leave the building;
Follow to the precast evacuation point.
At a sudden earthquake
indoors
Do not run out to the balcony (loggia);
Do not light a fire;
Take cover in a relatively safe place;
Turn around and walk away from the windows;
Close your face and head with your hands.
outdoors
Step back into the open place, do not panic;
Try to move away from buildings and structures.
If you were in a pile
Try to understand what your injury (trauma);
Do yourself a possible assistance;
Fix the blockage;
Voice and knock attract the attention of others;
Look around, there are no gaps, holes, openings;
Carefully get out of the dam without causing a new
collapse.

Suspicious items (bags, boxes, etc), left unattended;
Cars, a long time standing near the places of mass
gathering of citizens, especially heavily used;
Treatment of citizens, offering a substantial reward to
overtake the car, pass the parcel, package, parcel,
etc;
Persons with inadequate behavior (with signs of
excitement, anxiety, excitement).

In case of detection of suspicious facts, objects,
you MUST
Immediately report of factual findings to law
enforcement authorities;
Warn nearby people, on the facts revealed by you;
Do not take independent action;
Move away to a safe distance from the detected
object, suspicious citizens;
Do not touch suspicious items;
Do not try to detain suspicious people.
Remember phones OPERATIONAL SERVICES
The duty of police of the municipality Duty Officer EDDS municipality -

